1 April 2019

Japan Association of College English Teachers (JACET)

The 2nd JACET
Summer(46th) and English Education(7th)
Joint Seminar (Tokyo, 2019)
We are delighted to announce our three-day event, the 2nd JACET Joint Seminar, which combines
its 46th JACET Summer Seminar and 7th English Education Seminar. This event focuses on ELT
materials, and its theme is ELT materials development and use: Linking theory and practice.
Recent developments in classroom technology as well as the diversification of learners’ levels and
interests have brought about profound changes in materials for language education. Teachers,
materials writers, and publishers, therefore, need to face various challenges in selecting, revising
and developing teaching resources to meet learner needs. These challenges, in turn, should be
tackled through the collaboration of researchers, practitioners, and publishers. Against this
backdrop, and with a varied line-up of featured lectures, symposia, poster sessions, publishers’
presentations and exhibitions, as well as Special Interest Group workshops, this joint seminar aims
to provide opportunities to discuss issues related to ELT materials development. We are fortunate
to have prominent scholars join us as invited lecturers: Dr Willy Renandya (National Institute of
Education, Singapore), Prof. Dr Masaki Oda (Tamagawa University, Japan), and Dr Yoshiko Goda
(Kumamoto University, Japan).
JACET President
Hajime Terauchi

Seminar Committee Directors
Kazuya Asakawa & Akira Tajino

Dates:

Tuesday 20 – Thursday 22 August 2019

Venue:

Tamagawa University, University Hall 2014
Tamagawa-gakuen 6-1-1, Machida, Tokyo 194-8610, Japan

Seminar Committee Chair
Kohji Katsurayama

Invited speakers & Lectures:
Dr Willy Renandya (National Institute of Education, Singapore)
- Lecture 1 ELT materials development and use I (tentative)
- Lecture 3 ELT materials development and use II (tentative)
Prof. Dr Masaki Oda (Tamagawa University, Japan)
- Lecture 2 The cultural politics of ELT materials: A diachronic approach
Dr Yoshiko Goda (Kumamoto University, Japan)
- Lecture 4 How technology empowers teachers to prepare ELT materials for adaptive learning
Programme outline:
Tue. 20 August 12:00 – 13:00 Registration
13:00 – 13:10
Opening / Orientation
13:10 – 14:40
Lecture 1 Dr Willy Renandya
14:50 – 15:50
Poster sessions
15:50 – 17:20
Lecture 2 Prof. Dr Masaki Oda
18:00 –
Dinner event (Optional)

Wed. 21 August
10:00 – 11:30
11:40 – 12:30
12:30 – 13:40
13:50 – 14:50
15:00 – 16:30

9:30 – 10:00 Registration
Lecture 3 Dr Willy Renandya
Discussion I
Lunch break
Publishers’ presentations
Poster sessions
Lecture 4 Dr Yoshiko Goda
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Thu. 22
10:00 –
10:45 –
11:40 –

August
10:45
11:30
12:30

9:30 – 10:00 Registration
SIG sessions I
SIG sessions II
Discussion II / Closing

Participants:

＊The seminar will be held in English from Lecture 1 until Discussion I
and in Japanese thereafter.

JACET members and anyone interested in the theme of this seminar

Number of participants: 160
Registration deadline:

Wednesday 10 July 2019
(Registration will be closed upon reaching 160. Late applications will not be accepted.)

Seminar fee:

¥12,000 (JACET member & Tamagawa K-12 personnel)
¥14,000 (Non-JACET member) / ¥4,000 (Student)
(Pay on site by cash)

Dinner event fee:

¥3,000 / ¥1,000 (Student)
(Attendance optional; Booking required upon registration; Pay on site by cash)

Registration procedure:
Registration will be available online at the JACET webpage (http://www.jacet.org/) or
via the QR code (see right). Please fill out your name, e-mail address, membership ID,
affiliation, dinner event attendance, and preferred SIG sessions. The information
obtained will be used only for registration purposes.
(Your membership ID is printed in the Member Directory and on mail envelopes from JACET.)

Poster session applications

We are accepting poster session applications for attendees of this year’s joint seminar.
• The content should be related to the theme of the seminar as well as to university endeavours in English
education or your own English education programmes.
• The poster sessions are on the 20th and 21st. On the 20th, there will be an opportunity to receive
comments from the invited lecturers.
• The poster size may be up to A0 size (1 sheet, portrait).
• The first presenter must be a JACET member in order to submit an application.
Application procedure:
Please send an MS Word attachment via email to the JACET Headquarters (jacet@zb3.so-net.ne.jp) with the
subject The 2nd Joint Seminar Proposal Submission. Your email should include the names of presenters,
JACET membership numbers, and affiliations. The MS Word file should outline the proposal for your poster
and specify its title within a single page.
Application deadline:
Friday 7 June 2019
Applicants need to be registered members at the time of application.
Applications will be evaluated after the above deadline, and applicants will be contacted with the results.

Contact:

JACET Headquarters
Phone: 03-3268-9686
Email: jacet@zb3.so-net.ne.jp
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